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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode a new character in the Sharada block of the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC
10646). Properties of the proposed character are:

        

 111DB   Lo 0 L N AL

2 Description

In the birch-bark manuscript of the Kashmiri Paippalāda Atharvaveda, the  is used for joining
words across imperfections on the writing surface. For instance, the headstrokes shown in figure 3 connect
words over striations in the bark. Similarly, the headstroke used at the top of figure 4 connects the syllables
of a word across an indentation on the surface.

The proposed character corresponds to ꣻ +A8FB  , which is used for indicating
gaps and omissions. However, in the Kashmiri Atharvaveda the headstroke does not appear to be used for
such purposes. It is possible that the character is used in other records for indicating lacunae. Additional
research is required in order to determine such usage.
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Figure 1: Single  in the words vyāghrarūpas (vyā_ghra°) and tān (°tā_n°) (from
Bloomfield and Garbe 1901: Folio 14b).
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Figure 2: Multiple -s preceding the start of a pada, which begins with the word ayaṃ
(from Bloomfield and Garbe 1901: Folio 19a).
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Figure 3: Multiple -s connecting words across striations in the bark (from Bloomfield
and Garbe 1901: Folio 19b). The first headstroke joins the words savitur gāyatreṇacchandasā
(°tu_rgā°). The second joins the words paśūn and dvipadāś (°śū_ndvi°).
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Figure 4: Multple -s used for connecting the word niṣkr̥tuḥ (niṣkr̥_tuḥ) across an im-
perfection on the writing surface (from Bloomfield and Garbe 1901: Folio 19b).
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